
This is a guide to show you how you can sew and install a pocket in your
plush to accommodate the plush mod toys available from Foxfur.

First comes the process

Then comes a few questions and answers

Then at the bottom of this document are the pocket templates in all
available sizes



The process

First, trace around the edge of the pattern with no seam allowance. Trace the pattern
twice as you’ll need two pieces.

Next, cut the pieces out with about 5 - 8 mm seam allowance all the way around, as
shown below.



Place the two pieces of fabric on top of each other, with the front facing each other
and pin/clamp these together along the edges.



Sew them together along the traced line all the way around, except for the edge that
says ‘opening’ on the pattern.



Now fold the edge at the opening over so the traced line lies about the bottom of the
fold, and sew this down all the way around, to form a nice lip on the pocket. This will

increase thickness and strength for holding the toy in place.



Now you can test the fit. To make it easier to insert the toy in the pocket, pull a sock
over the toy sleeve. This will make it slide more easily as soft silicone is naturally

sticky, and may otherwise be difficult to insert into the pocket.



You can adjust the tension/fit in the pocket by pinching in the seams at each end of
the lip, where it meets the seams at the sides.



Once you’re happy with the fit, you can sew the pocket into your plush in the seam
that usually runs down the middle of the plush.

The easiest way to do this, is to remove the stuffing from your plush and turn it inside
out. Also turn the pocket inside out, so the back of the fabric is now inside. Use a

seam ripper to cut the thread and open a hole about the length of the toy opening.
Place the pocket in the hole in the plush.



Sew all the way around. If you sew it by hand, I recommend using a back stitch, as I
generally find it to be tighter and stronger than a blanket stitch. You can easily find

plenty of tutorials on a back stitch on YouTube.



Now you can turn your plush right side out again, stuff it and get ready to enjoy an
amazing, intimate session with your plush.



Have fun!



Questions & Answers

The toy is very sticky, why?

Soft silicone is naturally very sticky. There isn’t anything to do to change that, but you
can work around by pulling a sock over the toy. You can also make a pocket using
the pattern below, and use as sock, without sewing it into your plush.

Do I have tomake and install a pocket in my plush or can it work without?

It can work just fine without, but it’s much recommended to at least put the toy in a
sock first, to avoid the stuffing sticking to the silicone.

What if I don’t want liquids leaking intomy plush?

A neat trick is to put the toy in a plastic bag first, or even better, pull the bulb of a
regular party balloon over the end of the toy. The balloon won’t make awkward
plastic bag noises, and can be easily cleaned for re-use.



What kind of lube can I use with silicone toys?

Only water based lube. Silicone lube especially, will damage silicone toys.

How do I best clean the toy?

Fist rinse most of the liquids out. Then roll the sleeve between your hands firmly, so the inside
rubs against itself. Once you feel friction in the rubber, you can repeat the process with hot
soap water, then rinse with clean water.

Can I use isopropyl alcohol or boil the toy for sanitation?

Yes, both are fine as platinum cure silicone has a high chemical- and heat resistance.






